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Follows the adventures of Talia as she trains to become a Herald of Valdemar in the first book in the classic
epic fantasy Arrows trilogyChosen by the Companion Rolan, a mystical horse-like being with powers beyond
imagining, Talia, once a runaway, has now become a trainee Herald, destined to become one of the Queen?s
own elite guard. For Talia has certain awakening talents of the mind that only a Companion like Rolan can
truly sense. But as Talia struggles to master her unique abilities, time is running out. For conspiracy is

brewing in Valdemar, a deadly treason that could destroy Queen and kingdom. Opposed by unknown enemies
capable of both diabolical magic and treacherous assassination, the Queen must turn to Talia and the Heralds

for aid in protecting the realm and insuring the future of the Queen?s heir, a child already in danger of
becoming bespelled by the Queen?s own foes.

Follows the adventures of Talia as she. by Mercedes Lackey. See full list on valdemar.fandom.com .
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Queens own elite guard. in the first book in the classic epic fantasy Arrows trilogy Chosen by the Companion
Rolan a mystical horselike being. Queens Own Arrows Of The Queen Flight And Fall By Mercedes Lackey
1988. Talia a runaway Holdgirl is chosen to become a trainee herald in the queens elite guard and to care for

young Princess Elspeth heir to the throne. Hello Select your address Books Hello Sign in. Queens Own
Arrows of the Queen Arrows Flight Arrows Fall Heralds of Valdemar Lackey Mercedes Amazon. by Lackey
Mercedes. Language english. None but the Companions remember the longago age when high magic was lost

to Valdemar as the last.
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